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Legally Speaking
ESTATE PLANNING AND YOUR INDEPENDENCE:

Article provided by Village of 
Old Field resident David R. 
Okrent, Esq. CPA. 

So You Have A Healthcare Proxy and A Living Will, 
But What About A “MOLST”
As promised in my prior article, 
I mentioned a document that is 
commonly unspoken of: a Medi-
cal Order Life Sustaining Treatment 
form, a.k.a.: [“MOLST,”]. I reiter-

ate much of estate planning today involves planning for the later 
stages of life, which includes events that could happen without 
much warning, so here is one more tool in our cabinet.

The MOLST is complement document to the healthcare proxy 
and living will. Healthcare proxies and a living wills are advance 
healthcare directives for all adults. They are completed when 
an individual has capacity and apply when medical decision-
making capacity is lost. The MOLST contains specific and 
actionable medical orders related to end-of-life treatment that 
transition with the patient across healthcare settings.  

For example, a crisis necessitates a call to 911 at your par-
ent’s home. You arrive to greet EMS and give them a copy of 
their healthcare proxy naming you as agent. You request your 
parent(s) be treated in a certain manner; however, the EMS 
worker refuses to follow your direction. The problem here is that 
healthcare proxies and living wills cannot be followed by EMS 
providers. If you want them to follow an end-of-life treatment 
plan of care, you need a MOLST. EMS are required to look for 
and follow the MOLST; it is the only authorized form in New 
York State for documenting both non-hospital Do Not Resusci-
tate (DNR) and Do Not Intubate (DNI) orders, and may con-
tain other instructions.

A properly completed MOLST is not intended to replace tra-
ditional advance directives like the healthcare proxy and living 
will; those documents tend to give the agent broader healthcare 
powers to be used in institutional settings, i.e. hospital or nurs-
ing home. The MOLST is specifically designed to designate 
end-of-life treatment plans and are not limited to institutional 
settings, which is why EMS workers must follow them.

I hope this information helps just one reader protect their inde-
pendence, dignity and control. As we age, we are faced with 
choosing from the many options and tools available to us that 
make aging more comfortable; this is why we find our field sexy. 
For you, the choices can sometimes feel a bit overwhelming, but 
for us, we know with strategic planning and some great advice, 
you will arrive at a comfortable place in planning your path. 
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